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Abstract

Understanding streamer behavior is important in many electric applications
like circuit breakers. In a circuit breaker, after breaking a circuit an arc is
formed, heating the gas around it and pressures are generally above atmospheric
pressure. An electronegative gas is then used to extinguish the arc and to
prevent secondary discharges. Currently, mostly SF6, a strong greenhouse gas,
is used for this, but companies are investigating whether this can be replaced
by CO2.

To fully understand the streamer behavior and chances of additional dis-
charges, parameters of the hot CO2 gas should be known at temperatures up
to a few thousand Kelvin. Therefore, a method for creating a controllable
plasma torch with well-defined plasma parameters is required. In this project,
a microwave CO2 plasma source at medium pressure (around 100 mbar) was
constructed. Its characteristics are analyzed with optical analysis by Thomson
and Raman scattering.

The obtained spectra of a 62 and 94 mbar CO2 plasma were used to determine
the spatial electron temperature and electron densities. These lie in the expected
regime of 0.8-1.4±1.5 eV and of 2.2-3.5±3.0 1019 m-3 respectively. However, the
estimated errors of these values are of the same order of magnitude as the
results themselves and thus too large to draw meaningful conclusions from.
Furthermore, the fitted number densities of the particles present do not add up
to the experimentally measured pressure values. This could point to an error in
the fitting procedure. Multiple possible causes were explored and none of them
could further explain the mismatching results.
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1 Introduction

Sustainable energy and technology is truly the most popular frontier of re-
search in the current time. It is understandable as well, with the rise of climate
change threatening to change the planet beyond repair. One of the efforts to
combat climate change is by replacing dangerous chemicals used with more en-
vironmentally safe substances to reduce greenhouse gas emission.

1.1 Circuit breakers

The application of this principle is used for example in circuit breakers. When
a circuit breaker activates due to a too large electrical load on the system, a
spring is released, swiftly pulling a metal plate away from the other fixed plate.
This is done to quickly stop or ’break’ the electrical circuit before damage is
done to components in the circuit. A schematic of a circuit breaker is shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic of a circuit breaker using CO2 as electronegative gas.

However, when pulling two conducting plates with a high voltage on them
(usually 230 V) apart, a discharge is formed in the closed chamber. The formed
arc discharge keeps the electrical loop closed. In order to extinguish the dis-
charge, an electronegative gas is used to capture free electrons. If the discharge
is stopped, what is left over is a got has with free electrons and radicals. Under
these conditions, secondary discharges can occur if the gas chosen does not have
the adequate specifications.

Previously, sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) was used as background gas to remove
the discharge, as its high dielectric strength, high electronegativity and high
density were very well suited in stopping a discharge and preventing secondary
discharges from occuring. However, it is one of the most potent greenhouse
gasses, with a global warming potential of 23,900 times that of carbon dioxide
(CO2) [1]. Therefore, companies have begun investing in using CO2 as extin-
guishing gas in stead of SF6.
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1.2 Heat source for controlled spark measurements

Even though much research has been done on CO2 gas in high temperature
and plasma regimes, this was mostly performed at low to atmospheric pressures
while the chamber in a circuit breaker sits at 10 bar.

There has not been much research of CO2 under these conditions. Hence
there is not much knowledge yet of the behavior of CO2 under these pressures.
Understanding the formation and movements of sparks and streamers in a hot
CO2 gas at 10 bar is crucial for determining the possibility of a secondary
discharge in the circuit breaker.

Creating an arc discharge to replicate the effects in a circuit breaker and
observing streamer formations would be the obvious choice. The thing is, the
temperature of the gas could (and most likely will) play a crucial role in allowing
secondary discharges to occur. This gas temperature varies a lot over time due
to the fast cooling down of the gas after the discharge is removed. Furthermore,
the position of the arc is random in nature, so correctly aiming a camera at the
right position is challenging.

Instead, hot CO2 at a set temperature is guided into a chamber to create
sparks and observe their behavior. This requires a suitable source of hot CO2

where the temperature of the gas can be determined without perturbing it.
Creating such a source for hot CO2 and characterizing it with optical diagnostics
are the goals of this study. This is first done at lower pressures with goal of
reaching 10 bar, the same pressure as used in a circuit breaker.

First, the relevant molecular dynamics of CO2 are explored. Options of cre-
ating a suitable source for a hot CO2 gas are shown and one option is selected.
This is outlined in Chapter 2. Next, the principles of the used optical diag-
nostics are discussed in Chapter 3. The experimental setup and method of
calibrating it and extracting results from measurements are shown in Chapter
4. The results of calibrations and obtained gas parameters with some prelim-
inary conclusions are highlighted in Chapter 5 and 6. Finally, all results and
accompanying conclusions are recapped and discussed in Chapter 7.
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2 CO2 plasmas

Plasmas are often called the fourth state of matter, after gasses, liquids and
solids. However, from a thermodynamic point of view, since there is no true
phase transition, a plasma is not a different state of matter. A plasma is a
volume of gas where enough energy is applied such that it is ionized. This can
be achieved by adding heat or increasing the pressure immensely, which happens
in our sun and other stars, or by applying an electromagnetic field in which case
electrons are released from the gas molecules after obtaining enough energy. In
practice, most plasmas are made by applying an electric field [3, 4, 5].

A plasma can be constructed in any gas of choice. A common gas used to
create plasmas is argon. Argon is a noble gas and thus has very few chemical
reactions. This is advantageous since the simplicity in the chemistry allows for
research regarding the fundamentals of plasmas.

The next most common gas is nitrogen, as it is relatively close to air without
the complicated chemistry since there is just one species present. Nitrogen
is unstable as single atom and in nature is found bonded to another atom.
Hence the denoting of nitrogen as N2. This molecular configuration gives rise to
more complicated chemistry in a plasma. Other than ionized nitrogen or even
dissociated nitrogen, the molecules can also enter vibrational states.

However, this study focuses on carbon dioxide, denoted as CO2. It is the most
common product in combustion effects and is the source of available carbon in
the carbon cycle, which fuels all life on Earth. Due to its effect as a greenhouse
gas in the Earth’s atmosphere, it has been a popular subject for studies trying to
create a more sustainable future. Due to its three molecules and ground state
configuration, CO2 has more complicated chemistry compared to the gasses
mentioned above.

The rest of this chapter focuses on CO2 as the main gas and provides an
overview of the chemistry in a plasma. The vibrational options of the molecule
are discussed in section 2.1. Next, an overview of the chemistry of CO2 is out-
lined in section 2.2. The second half of the chapter looks at different plasma
configurations, their inner workings and, advantages and disadvantages of using
each type of discharge in experiments. Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 outline DC dis-
charges, inductively coupled discharges and microwave discharges respectively.

2.1 Vibrations of CO2

CO2, or carbon dioxide, is a molecule consisting of a carbon atom covalently
double bonded to two oxygen atoms. In the ground state, the molecule sits in
a linear configuration with the carbon atom in the center. The 3 atoms have a
combined total of 9 (3 directions for each atom) degrees of freedom. After sub-
tracting molecule wide translation and rotation due to the linear configuration,
4 degrees of freedom remain. These are the vibrational modes: the symmetric
stretch mode, the antiymmetric strech mode and the two orthogonal bending
modes. This is all illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the 4 different vibrational modes in carbon dioxide.
Image obtained from [2].

The molecule can enter one or a combination of these vibrational states by ac-
quiring enough energy, for example by photon absorption, re-emission or kinetic
energy transfer from another molecule due to inelastic collisions.

2.2 CO2 plasmas

Using a plasma as a source for hot CO2 is a good way to obtain high gas tem-
peratures. Moreover, this resembles the effects in circuit breakers. Furthermore
a plasma can be analyzed in many non-intrusive ways and its parameters like
gas temperature are very controllable. Finally, it is the only reasonable option
to obtain temperatures of the order of thousands of kelvins on a small scale.
Other alternatives, like using a giant furnace, either require a large volume or
too much energy to create and sustain high temperatures. Furthermore, these
materials can usually not handle the high temperature fluxes.

Plasmas contain ions, free electrons, radicals and neutral atoms and molecules
in exited rotational or vibrational states. Free electrons are energized by the
applied electric or magnetic field and can scatter on other electrons or molecules.
This scattering can happen elastically, where momentum is transfered between
the two particles and the total kinetic energy stays constant, or inelastically,
where momentum transfer occurs and some of the kinetic energy is used in the
exchange. These inelastic collisions drive the chemical processes in a plasma.
If the electron possess enough energy, it can then free an electron from the
molecule and ionize it in what is called electron impact ionization:

e− + CO2 → 2e− + CO−2 . (2.1)

In a plasma, energy is continuously transferred to the electrons by the applied
electric field. An electron with high enough initial kinetic energy will dissociate
CO2 into CO and O on impact, or known as electron impact dissociation:

e− + CO2 → e− + CO +O. (2.2)

The remaining atomic oxygen is then recycled by colliding and exchanging en-
ergy with a vibrationally exited CO2 molecule, causing a second dissociation
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[5]:
O + CO∗2 → CO +O2. (2.3)

Where the * denotes the molecule in an exited state. Combining both reactions,
the net reaction of two CO2 molecules is:

2CO2 → 2CO +O2. (2.4)

This is the main reaction describing dissociation of CO2. However, many differ-
ent recombination, excitation and dissociation reactions occur in a CO2 plasma
including other radical species and ions of CO2. To illustrate just how many dif-
ferent possibilities are present, a map of the relations between the CO2 species
including excitational species is shown in figure 3.

One can consider two types of plasmas: thermal and non-thermal (or cold)
plasmas. In a thermal plasma, all species are in local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (LTE), meaning all different species can be described by a single tempera-
ture. This occurs when the distribution of energy between different species such
as electrons and ions occurs faster than energy flowing in and out of the system.
This means the particles have enough time to ’share’ their energy before it is
lost by other processes. The collision rate depends directly on the density, so
at higher pressures, plasmas will be more likely to be thermal. An example of
a thermal plasma would be a welding arc used to melt metals together [3, 4, 5].

However, this study is more interested in non-thermal plasmas. Here, the
different species are not in local thermodynamic equilibrium and are described
by their own temperature, if their kinetic energies are distributed such that a
singular temperature can be assigned to them. The electrons have a tempera-
ture Te, ions have their own temperature Ti followed by the conventional gas
temperature Tg which describes their translational movement. Other types of
intermolecular movement have their own temperatures in the rotational tem-
perature Trot and vibrational temperature Tvib [3, 4, 5].

Most, if not all, non-thermal discharges are driven by an electric field. The
applied power heats all particles, but electrons will obtain the highest velocities
due to their lower mass. The heavier ions efficiently exchange energy by colli-
sions with the background gas. Since the pressures tend to be relatively low (in
the range of tens of millibar), the mean free path of electrons is sufficiently long
that it only exchanges energy in collisions with other electrons. Due to this, the
ion and electron temperature are not in equilibrium [3].

There are different types of plasmas, ranging from the stars in our galaxy to
TL lights people encounter daily. In this study, different types of plasmas were
considered to use in experiments. These different options are outlined below
with reasoning to whether or not this type of plasma will be used. The criteria
for choosing the right plasma source are that the gas temperature needs to be
controllable, such that by keeping the input power and pressure constant the
same temperature profile will form in the plasma consistently.
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Figure 3: CO2 species relation map including exited states of the radicals. Image
obtained from [7].
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2.3 DC discharge

The first option is an arc dischrage. An arc discharge is a DC glow discharge
where the electrical current through the medium is large enough (order of 100)
for a conducting channel to be sustained. The thermal plasma produces visible
light mainly due to line emission, but due to the high temperatures blackbody
radiation is also present.

The high amount of light generation coming from a small volume is a rea-
son why arc discharges are commonly seen in stage and car lighting, while the
high temperatures are used in welding arcs and plasma cutting in order to fuse
materials together. In order to illustrate the different current voltage regimes
of a DC discharge and how they operate, figure 4 has different letters marking
stages of the discharge. For the creation of this figure, neon gas at 1 Torr is
confined in a small glass tube. Inside the tube are two capacitive plates serving
as electrodes which are 50 cm apart.

Figure 4: Current-voltage characteristics of a general dc discharge at 1 Torr in
neon, with two electrodes separated by 50 cm. Image obtained from [8].

In order to generate a discharge, a DC field is applied between two capacitive
plates. If the field is strong enough, free electrons generated due to random
drifts (A+B) can accumulate enough energy to ionize gas molecules, freeing
more electrons. This continues in a so called electron avalanche (C) until a
critical voltage, the breakdown voltage is reached (D). A non-thermal corona
discharge is created (E) with electron temperatures in the order of a few electron
volts (eV) [3, 4, 5].

Collisions of positive ions with the cathode sputter new electrons in what is
called secondary emission. This allows the discharge to sustain itself with a
lower necessary voltage. This is the normal glow regime (G). With increasing
voltage (to the order of 103 Volts), the plasma becomes more unstable into the
abnormal glow regime (H) and eventual critical voltage (I).
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Here, there is enough voltage for another breakdown, creating a conductive
channel. The current enters the Ampere regime and the glow transitions from a
non-thermal to a thermal plasma into what is known as an arc discharge (J and
K). In contrast to the electrical current, the voltage in an arc is characteristically
lower than lower pressure glow discharges. The arc relies on thermionic emission
of electrons in order to sustain the discharge compared to secondary electron
emission from the cathode.

Figure 5: Example of an arc discharge between two nails. Note the arc moving
up due to convection from the high gas temperature. Image obtained from [9].

Thermionic emission is the thermally induced flow of electrons. As a result of
the increased temperature, charged particles can obtain a high enough thermal
energy to overcome the work function of the material, allowing them to escape.

One way of constructing an arc discharge is by a so called gliding arc discharge.
The ’classical’ gliding arc consists of two electrodes for which the distance be-
tween the two increase along the axis of gas flow. If a high enough voltage
is applied, a small thermal arc will form which quickly propagates in the the
direction of flow. If the plasma length exceeds a critical value, it will revert to a
non-thermal state, eventually extinguishing when the distance is too long [10].

This could be interesting for researchers studying vibrational climbing in CO2,
such as the people working at The Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Re-
search (DIFFER), since roughly three quarters of the energy is dissipated in the
non-thermal state [11, 12]. This is of interest to dissociate CO2 in order to create
fuels to replace the fossil fuels that are currently used [13, 14]. However, even
though the discharge is a kind of plasma which can be easily analyzed using op-
tical diagnostic tools, the gradients in gas temperatures over the axial direction
are too large to create a plasma with tune-able temperature characteristics.

In a circuit breaker, when it is activated, two heavy plates get pulled apart
through which the current would normally flow. Due to the high voltage and
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current on the circuit, an arc is formed and then extinguished using CO2. Thus,
using a similar discharge as source to create hot CO2 would sound logical. How-
ever, once the arc is stopped, the hot gas remaining cools down quickly due to
particle collisions with other particles and chamber walls.

In practice, this will always happen. However, this is not desirable since tem-
perature dependent effects are of interest in the study and a ’clean’ setup with a
constant temperature serves that function better. Furthermore, an arc discharge
is spatially random in nature, meaning accurately determining spatial temper-
ature profiles is nearly undo-able. Also, the plasma is inherently unstable while
consistency of the discharge is necessary. Therefore, using a discharge where
the gas temperature is hard to control and monitor is not the most optimal.

2.4 Inductively coupled plasma

Another way to sustain a plasma non-intrusively is using a time varying mag-
netic field. This is commonly done by wrapping a coil around the discharge
chamber or tube and inducing a magnetic field by applying an electrical current
to the coil. These coils are commonly driven at 13.56 MHz or below. This
frequency is chosen at a range at which only electrons are able to react to the
fast changing field. The ions remain stationary while the electrons will gyrate.
The specific value is a common frequency band reserved for scientific purposes
in order to not interfere with other commercial frequencies.

In such a plasma, power is transfered from the fast changing magnetic field
to the plasma electrons by induction. The plasma acts as a secondary coil
to the initial coil where the time varying current is applied to, similar to a
transformer circuit. The changing magnetic field induces a changing electric
field inside the plasma, accelerating electrons. The accelerated electrons transfer
their momentum and thus energy to the rest of the plasma.

Inside the plasma, a collisionless heating process takes place in which bulk
plasma electrons ’collide’ with the oscillating inductive electric fields in this
layer. They are accelerated by the fast shifting field and thermalized upon
colliding with other particles.

The power dissipated into the plasma at high densities is to the order of

Pabs ∝ n−1/2
0 I2

rf , (2.5)

with n0 the overall number density and Irf the rf source current. At lower
densities, where the skin depth is much larger than the radius and length of the
cylindrical coil, the conductivity is low and the fields fully penetrate the plasma.
Here, the absorbed power is proportional to:

Pabs ∝ n0I
2
rf . (2.6)
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Of course, not all power applied is dissipated into the plasma. In order to
sustain high voltages over the coil in order to create sufficient fields, a matching
network is used. For the most efficient matching, the resistance of the load (the
plasma) and the rest of the network need to be the same. This means, in the
best case scenario, 50% of the power applied is lost to the network [3, 4, 5].

Furthermore, equation 2.5 shows that the power absorbed scales with the
inverse square root of the density. This means that scaling up to high densities
becomes increasingly harder due to limitations of power supplies and matching
networks. With a goal of reaching pressures up to ten bar, these limitations
hinder the possibility of using such a discharge.

Finally, optical diagnostics near the source of the discharge can be tough
to perform since the operating coil blocks light emanating from the discharge.
Further reflections on its circular surface can also further decrease the accuracy
of measurements. This is especially important when interested in the spatial
characteristics of a plasma, which is the case for this study.

2.5 Microwave discharges

A microwave discharge, or ultrahigh-frequency (uhf) discharge, couples mi-
crowave radiation to the plasma where it absorbs the wave energy to power it.
This can be done with either a waveguide setup into a quartz tube, or with a
surface wave launcher into a quartz tube. Microwave plasmas are generally op-
erated at pressures between 1 mbar and atmospheric pressure, although higher
than atmospheric pressure microwave plasma’s are being developed.

In surface wave discharges, a wave with frequencies above 1 GHz (microwave
frequencies) launched along the surface of a plasma will propagate and be ab-
sorbed by collisional heating of electrons near this surface. The electrons ’ride’
the waves and obtain higher kinetic energies. These energies then diffuse into
the bulk plasma, sustaining the discharge [3, 4, 5].

The power balance is treated in the simple case where there is a long, thin
source, l� R. In this case, the local power balance along the z axis determines
the density n0 for a given absorbed power P ′abs per unit length along the plasma
column. If Pw is the power carried by the surface wave along the column at
position z with a density n0, then

P ′abs(n0) = 2αz(n0)Pw, (2.7)

where αz is the axial attenuation constant of the wave fields at the density n0.
Equating the absorbed power per unit length to the power loss in unit length:

P ′loss(n0) = en0µbA
′
effεT , (2.8)

where A′eff = 2πRhR is the effective radial loss area per unit length, n0 is
obtained for a given power Pw(z). This allows the derivation of the length of
plasma column and the minimum power needed to sustain it for a given density,
which, near resonance, scales with the density itself. This scaling is much more
efficient compared to the inverse square root scaling obtained for an inductive
plasma [3].
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Different regimes exist for microwave plasmas. At very low pressures, under
100 mbar, the plasma is non-thermal with gas temperatures around room tem-
perature. At pressures until roughly 700 mbar, the gas will become ’warm’ with
gas temperatures up to 4000K, dependent on the input power. At even higher
pressures and input power a thermal plasma will form. In all cases, the gas
temperature is still directly dependent on input power and the pressure. Hence,
the gas temperature can be controlled and adjusted by altering the two. This is
very advantageous for this study since creating a controlled hot gas is the very
goal.

Another main advantage of surface wave discharges is that it does not require
a high DC magnetic field, but instead need a longer propagation distance com-
pared to the radius of the cylinder the plasma is contained in, l/R � 1. This
means that there is a ’long’ plasma which can be spatially analyzed with optical
emission spectroscopy such as Raman scattering in the axial region, while the
radius is small enough to reduce potential errors due to plasma fluctuations.

2.6 Conclusions

In the last three subsections, different plasma sources were explored to de-
termine which would prove useful for achieving a temperature controlled CO2

plasma. From these considerations a microwave plasma proves to be the best
candidate, as the power scales with density the most efficiently allowing for the
easiest upscaling to higher pressures, the gas temperature is in direct relation
with other parameters and it provides a clear path for optical analysis to be
performed on it. Finally, a practical reason for this choice was that the most
information was available for use on microwave plasmas.

Partners at DIFFER are working on microwave discharges with CO2 in order
to investigate its characteristics to efficiently dissociate it to create fuels. These
fuels could then be used over the traditional fossil fuels, creating its own sus-
tainable carbon cycle and helping humanity to a greener future [13, 14]. Their
expertise and experience on this topic also added to this type of plasma being
more advantageous to use, as more practical knowledge was available to make
the process easier to perform.
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3 Light scattering

When a beam of light from any source is guided into a plasma, a fraction of
the light is scattered by the plasma. The scattered light can change direction
while retaining all its energy and momentum (elastic) or transfer some of its
energy and momentum to the particle it scatters off of (inelastic).

If the scattering of light on molecules or atoms is elastic, the effect is known
as Rayleigh scattering. This is the most common scatter event when sending
photons into a gas. An example of Rayleigh scattering in nature is blue color of
the sky during the day. In the case the scatter process is inelastic scattering off of
a molecule, a process known as Raman Scattering has taken place. This happens
approximately 1 in a million photons scattered. The elastic scattering of light on
charged particles (like electrons) is also known as Thomson Scattering. Thomson
and Raman scattering are the two processes which form the fundamentals of the
used diagnostics.

As most electromagnetic phenomena, Maxwell’s equations form the basis of
computational and mathematical methods used to describe light scattering.
However, exact solutions of these equations are only known for select geome-
tries. The rest has to be approximated by computer simulations and models.
This is especially the case in light-molecule interactions, as a molecule has many
more energy levels and is usually too complicated to do analytically.

In section 3.1, the inner workings of Thomson Scattering is further discussed
and derived. Next, Raman scattering is analyzed in section 3.2. In order to
Raman scattering to be useful, an important assumption needs to be valid,
which is that the rotational gas temperature is equal to the translational gas
temperature. The validation of this assumption is discussed in section 3.3.
Finally, broadening effects which take place in light scattering are discussed in
section 3.4.

3.1 Thomson Scattering

Thomson scattering is the elastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation (pho-
tons) by a free charged particle. This process is valid in the low-energy regime,
where the photon energy is much lower than the mass energy of the particle:
ν � mc2/h, with ν the photon energy, m the mass of the charged pacticle,
c the speed of light and h the Planck constant. This phenomenon was first
explained by J.J. Thomson, hence the name. It is very important in plasma
physics since it allows the (free) electron density and temperature of the plasma
to be determined without perturbing the plasma, if properly set up.

When a photon hits a charged particle like an electron, it purely means the
electron is influenced by the electromagnetic field. As long as the electrons
movement is non-relativistic and the electric field energy is low, the main cause
of acceleration will be the electric component of the electromagnetic field.
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Imagine an electromagnetic wave with angular frequency ω0 that moves along
the x-axis and passes a free electron with mass me. Since we only look at the
influence of the electric field, this wave can be modeled as:

E = E0 sin(ω0t)z̃. (3.1)

The electron is accelerated by this external electric field, where its motion is
described by recalling the standard equation of motion and substituting in the
electric field:

mz̈ = eE0 sin(ω0t). (3.2)

Solving this equation is easily done by integrating twice over time, resulting in
an expression for the motion of the electron along the z axis.

z =
eE0

ω2
0me

sin(ω0t). (3.3)

Thus, the electron will oscillate along the z-axis at the same frequency as the
electric field frequency. An oscillating electron is effectively an oscillating dipole.
Furthermore, oscillating dipoles will radiate a photon. So in other words, the
incident photon is scattered on the electron and can be detected.

By looking at the photons scattered along an angle of 90 degrees to the
direction of the incident photon, the differential scatter coefficient per unit solid
angle can be measured. This then translates back to the density of the electrons
the photons scattered on. By determining the total amount of scatter events
together with the chance of scattering given by the Thomson cross-section, the
total number density is obtained.

The Thomson cross section can be obtained by returning to our electron case
and by looking at the scattered power. The differential power scattered into a
solid angle can be expanded to contain the scatter cross-section as follows:

dP

dΩ
=
dP

dσ

dσ

dΩ
. (3.4)

The first term on the right side of the equation is the differential power going
through a certain area or cross-section. This is equal to the time averaged
Pointing flux through that area:

dP

dσ
= 〈S〉 =

cE2
0

8π
. (3.5)

After substituting this into equation 3.4, eliminating dΩ and integrating over
the cross-section, the result is:

P =
cE0

8π
σ (3.6)
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Since the electron in question is being accelerated by the electric field, the
power P in this equation is given by the Larmor formula. After separating the
cross-section from the rest of the terms and substituting the Larmor formula,
the result is:

σ =
8π

cE2
0

P =
8π

cE2
0

· 2

3

e2a2
rms

c3
, (3.7)

with arms the time averaged root mean square of the acceleration. This accel-
eration is obtained by time averaging the equation of motion:

arms =
√
〈a〉 =

eE0

me

√
2
. (3.8)

Finally, substituting this back into our derived expression for the scattering
cross section and we end up with the so called Thomson cross section:

σ =
8π

3

e4

m2
ec

4
=

8π

3
r2
0. (3.9)

Here, r0 is the classical electron radius which turns the cross section into a
better looking result.

3.2 Raman Scattering

Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a
molecule. Absorption of a photon first excites the molecule into a virtual energy
state. Since a stable state around this energy is not available, it relaxes back
into a lower state, releasing a photon. In the case of Raman, this relaxation is
back into a rotational or vibrational state.

The energy difference, or Raman shift ∆ν̃ between the incident and scattered
photon is equal to the difference in initial J and final rotational state J’ of the
molecule, but opposite in sign [24]:

∆ν̃ = ν̃L − ν̃J→J′ = −(Erot,J − Erot,J′). (3.10)

Here, J is the total angular momentum quantum number, which combines the
effect of spin of the atom together with its orbital angular momentum. In the
equation, ν̃L = hc/λL is the energy of the incident photon with wavelength λL,
the speed of light c in vacuum and the Planck constant h. Subsequently, ν̃J→J′

is the energy of the scattered photon.

In linear molecules such as CO2, only even to even or odd to odd rotational
transitions are allowed: J ′ = J ± 2. Here, Stokes scattering refers to scattering
with a positive energy difference and anti-Stokes scattering to a negative energy
difference [25].
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The scattering intensity of a random rotational transition J → J ′ is given by
[24, 26]

PJ→J′ = CnJ
δωJ→J′

δΩ
. (3.11)

Here, δωJ→J′
δΩ is the differential cross-section which differs per transition and

nJ is the number density of the molecules in rotational state J. Finally, the
constant C is a combined constant containing the molecular and rotational state
independent constants such as for example the solid angle of detection or the
detection path length.

Since the energy of a photon is a direct indicator of its wavelength, the energy
shift directly correlates to a so called Raman shift expressed as wavelength:

∆λ =
hc

∆ν̃
, (3.12)

with h the Planck constant and c the speed of light in vacuum. This means that
each specific transition is accompanied by its own Raman shift.

The result is a spectrum of many distinct peaks. Since the scattered intensity
of each peak directly correlates to the number density of the gas in each specific
state and the probability of a molecule being in each specific energy state is
known or modeled, the overall gas number density can be obtained. Each line
being separate from the other allows for a more precise fit to the measured data
to obtain a more accurate number density.

3.3 Relaxation of rotational temperature

In this study, the rotational temperature is used as a measure for the transla-
tional temperature. The assumption that this rotational temperature, obtained
by Raman measurements and fits, will be equal to the translational temperature
is not true by default.
In order to justify this assumption, it has to be shown that the relaxation of
rotational to translational is significantly faster than the rate of disturbances
that induce a rotational excitation. The rotational relaxation time τrot can be
calculated using the collision frequency νcol [27]:

τrot = Zrot
1

νcol
= Zrot

µπ

4p
, (3.13)

where µ is the viscosity and p is the pressure of at least 2 · 104 Pa. Zrot is
the pressure independent rotational collision number, which denotes the average
amount of collisions for a given temperature. For CO2 in the temperature range
of 400-1000 K, Zrot is extrapolated from values for 398 and 444 K in [27] and
475, 580 and 676 K in [28] to be in the range of 3.14-5.1 [27, 28]. At the end of
the temperature range, which should be the most extreme case, mu has a value
of 41.26 µPa s [29]. Using Zrot = 5.1 [27] leads to a relaxation time of τrot ≈ 7.6
ns.
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The derived timescale is shorter than those of disturbances in the system,
such as energy influx due to collisions. This is a good indication that a rota-
tional excitation relaxes fast enough for the rotation energy to be in equilibrium
with the translational energy, which would validate the stated assumption of
Trot ≈ Ttrans. Extra study into the energy distribution of the rotational levels
and whether they are Maxwellian will further strengthen the validation of this
assumption.

3.4 Spectral broadening

The light emitted during Thomson and Raman scattering are set on a distinct
wavelength corresponding to the energy of the incident light and the energy
difference used to excite molecules into a vibrational state. These are well-
defined spectral lines. However, when collecting the scattered light, this is not
what is observed. Many different effects occur causing line-broadening.

The first type of broadening is called natural broadening. Due to the quantum
uncertainty principle, any emitted photon coming from a transition with limited
lifetime will have a small range of possible frequencies. The resulting profile is
a Lorentzian line profile.

This is further amplified by collisional broadening. Due to energy exchanges
from particle collisions, the phase of the emitted radiation is randomized. With
frequent collisions this effectively reduces the lifetime of the excited state and
thus increases the broadening. This is another Lorentz profile and is more
present at higher densities.

The third broadening effect is Doppler broadening. Different velocities of
the particles on which the light scatters result in different Doppler shifts. These
Doppler shifts combine to cause line broadening measured in spectrometers [30].
The resulting profile is a Gaussian line profile.

When a particle emitting radiation moves towards an observer due to thermal
motion, the frequency will be shifted to a higher frequency. Similarly, when such
a particle is moving away the frequency will be lowered. This is the Doppler
Effect. For non-relativistic thermal velocities, the Doppler shift frequency of the
emitted radiation will be:

f = f0

(
1 +

v

c

)
, (3.14)

with f the observed frequency, f0 the original frequency, v the velocity of the
particle and c the speed of light.

Since there is a distribution of velocities away and towards the observer, the
net effect is a broadened line. By looking at this shift, the average temperature
of the species can be obtained. If Pvdv is the fraction of particles with velocity
component v + dv, then the corresponding frequency distribution is equal to

Pf (f)df = Pv
dv

df
df. (3.15)
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Since vf = c
(
f
f0
− 1
)

is the velocity towards the observer equal to the shift

of the rest frequency f0 to the frequency f , this expression becomes:

Pf (f)df =
c

f0
Pv

(
c

(
f

f0
− 1

))
df (3.16)

In case of Doppler broadening, the velocity distribution is given by a Maxwell
distribution, assuming local thermal equilibrium:

Pv(v)dv =

√
m

2πkT
exp

(
−mv

2

2kT

)
dv (3.17)

Inserting this back into our initial frequency distribution and simplifying the
expression, we obtain:

Pf (f)df =

√
mc2

2πkTf2
0

exp

(
−mc

2(f − f0)2

2kTf2
0

)
df (3.18)

which is recognized as a Gaussian profile with the full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) being

∆f =

√
kT

mc2
f0. (3.19)

Expressing this as function of the wavelength, this FWHM becomes:

∆λ =

√
8kT ln 2

mc2
λ0. (3.20)

This expression is only dependent on the mass of the moving particle, the
temperature of said particle and the speed of light. Since all parameters but the
temperature are constant, analyzing the Doppler broadening allows for accurate
determination of the temperature. This is used in both Thomson and Raman
scattering to determine the electron temperature and rotational gas temperature
respectively.

Laser light can be scattered either in coherent or incoherent regimes, which is
dependent on the electron density and temperature. The regime is defined by
the coherence parameter αcoh:

αcoh =
λ

4π sin θ
2

√
4πnee2

kBTe
, (3.21)

with e the electron charge and kB the Boltzmann constant. For values where
αcoh � 1, the laser light is scattered on independant free electrons, whereas
with αcoh � 1 the laser light is scattered coherently by the electron gas [20].
Coherent Thomson scattering occurs at higher plasma densities with pressures
starting at 1 atmosphere.
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In the case of incoherent Thomson scattering and a Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution, the resulting spectral distribution is a Gaussian function due to Doppler
broadening [19]. In the case of coherent scattering extra broadening effects oc-
cur due to the coherent sum of the electric fields from the various electrons
creating electron plasma waves or ion acoustic waves. The proper (or improper)
damping of these created waves can make a spectral peak be very clear and
sharp or very broad to the point where it is almost removed [20].

Inserting the expected plasma parameters, the electron temperature around
1.5 eV and the electron density around 1020 m-3, into the equation for the
coherence parameter yields a value of αcoh = 8.48667 · 10−7. This means that
our system does not need to account for coherent Thomson scattering and its
broadening effects, even at higher electron temperatures.

To illustrate this, the value of the coherence factor is calculated at different
electron temperatures as function of the electron number density. This is shown
in figure 6. As observed in the figure, in all cases the coherence factor stays far
under 1.

Figure 6: Coherence factor as function of the electron number density at differ-
ent electron temperatures. A temperature of 0.026 eV is equal to room temper-
ature.

The final broadening effect is instrumental broadening. Imperfections in align-
ment of lenses and gratings cause the collected light to be spread out. This is
called the instrumental broadening. This type of broadening causes a Gaus-
sian profile and can be most easily observed by obtaining the Rayleigh peak of
the used light source, since the Rayleigh scattering has a negligible broadening
compared to the instrumental profile [31].
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The instrumental broadening can be obtained and calibrated from the Rayleigh
peak, or in our case by fitting a Raman spectrum of CO2 at a defined room tem-
perature. The defined temperature causes a constant Doppler broadening thus
allowing for the determination of the instrumental broadening by fitting a Gaus-
sian distribution. The instrumental broadening is estimated to have a similar
effect as the Doppler broadening.

Combining the Lorentzian profile of the natural and collisional broadening
with the Gaussian profile of Doppler broadening is called a Voigt profile. This
is simply the convolution of the two profiles. Depending on the rate of collisions
versus thermal motions, the Lorentz or Gaussian profile will dominate and the
other can be neglected. In this study this is checked during calibration mea-
surements. Figure 7 shows the three profiles in one graph, in order to see the
difference between the convolution and its components.

Figure 7: Example of a Lorentz profile, a Gaussian (or Doppler) profile and
their convolution: the Voigt profile. The x-axis is the relative Doppler shift.
Image obtained from [32].

The spectral broadening is applied to the calculated peak positions and inten-
sities resulting in a profile for each spectral line. These are finally added together
to form the total theoretical Raman spectrum which is fitted to measured data
to find the specific parameters of interest.
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4 Experimental Procedure

In this chapter, the experimental setup and procedure will be explained. The
full experimental setup including the configuration of the Triple Grating Spec-
trometer will be discussed. Next, the method of obtaining and processing images
is shown. The used MATLAB script was dissected to show its functions and
inner workings. Other than fitting the data to theoretical curves, calibrating
the system correctly is the most important step in making sure as many factors
as possible are eliminated to obtain a clear result.

4.1 Experimental setup

A quartz tube is coupled to a vacuum system to control the pressure inside
the tube. The system is regulated by a Pfeiffer Duo 010M vacuum pump, a
pressure valve and a Brooks instrument mass flow controller (0254AB2A21A).
A Pfeiffer vacuum CMR 362 is used to measure the overall pressure. It sits at
the end of the system, near the beam dump. Even though there are pressure
gradients in the tube due to the gas flow and pump, this measured pressure
is correct within orders of 0.01 mbar. A circular surfatron launcher (Sairem
S-Wave) with outer diameter 65 mm is placed around the middle of the tube.

A microwave generator (Microwave Amps Ltd AM87-2.45S-57-57R Power
Amplifier) is coupled into the launcher with RF microwave cables. The inci-
dent and reflected power are split and monitored with a Muegge directional
coupler (MM 1003G-210AB) and two Agilent power sensors 8482H.

A schematic drawing of the setup used during experiments is shown in figure 8.
A high intensity Nd:YAG (Edgewave IS6II-E) laser is used to fire 532 nanometer
laser pulses at 5 kHz with 4 mJ pulses over a pulse length of 10 ns. The beam
is directed trough a quartz tube of 40 cm long with an outer diameter of 8 mm
and inner diameter of 6 mm. The beam is redirected by two mirrors which have
their optimal reflectivity at the laser wavelength. Since the laser also produces
ultraviolet light, a window which absorbs these frequencies is placed after the
guiding mirrors. From there, the light enters the tube through a window.

The quartz tube is aligned perpendicular to the optical path of the used Triple
Grating Spectrometer (TGS). This spectrometer is setup such to capture the
spectrum from 527 to 537 nanometer while removing the wavelengths of a few
nanometer around 532 nanometer itself. Two lenses image a spot inside the
tube onto the entry slit. Next, the image is rotated such that the light hits
the vertical grating with the desired alignment. This results in the light being
dispersed on the horizontal axis, meaning obtained images show the wavelength
on the horizontal axis.

The combination of the first two gratings, the mask and all optics in between
effectively serve as a notch filter. After being dispersed by the first grating,
the light is depicted into the mask. This mask is positioned such that the light
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Figure 8: Schematic of the used experimental setup.

around 532 nm is blocked from the spectrum. Since the Rayleigh peak will be
a factor of millions larger than any Raman or Thomson peak, it needs to be
filtered out of the spectrum. The new spectrum is re-imaged onto a second
slit using a second grating. From there on, a third grating finally images the
spectrum onto an Andor iCCD camera (iStar DH734 18mm, CCI-010).

In order for a clear spectrum to be taken, the image which is depicted on
the slit needs to overlap with the laser beam. This requires very strict align-
ment. Due to random drifts and small human errors, this alignment needs to be
controlled before measurements are performed. Furthermore, proper alignment
of the TGS ensures that spectral lines do not get ’smeared’ over a larger pixel
range, otherwise this spectral broadening will complicate further data processing
and cause larger errors.

Measurements are done under different conditions. The pressures chosen to
be measured at were 62 mbar and 96 mbar. The former was chosen as the
pressure resulting from a fixed gas flow with no further regulation (100 sccm),
while the latter was the highest pressure with this gas flow where a plasma could
be sustained in the used setup. The gas used for both was CO2. Measurements
were also performed with N2 at 60 mbar.
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4.2 Data processing

With proper alignment, spectra can be obtained and used in further data
processing. However, some extra steps are taken in order to increase camera
efficiency and control the alignment. The laser fires five thousand times a second,
with pulses of roughly 10 nanoseconds long. This means there is a lot of ’dead
time’ where the camera is collecting background light. This can be solved with
a digital delay generator. A digital delay generator is used to trigger the iCCD
intensifier right as a laser pulse passes by, at 5 kHz. This vastly reduces the
amount of background light collected to the point where lights could be kept on
in the laboratory.

After the digital delay generator and the laser are matched accordingly, the
mask is removed from the TGS, with the camera set to a very low gain. A
spectrum is obtained and it should show a Rayleigh peak only around 532 nm.
The spectrometer is adjusted such that this Gaussian profile is in the center
of the image. Furthermore, alignment of the laser with the spectrometer is
adjusted in order to obtain a maximum intensity of the Rayleigh peak on the
camera.

The mask is put back into the system and a background spectrum of atmo-
spheric air is obtained to calibrate the broadening caused by alignment and the
spectrometer as a whole. This is further discussed in section 4.4 For measuring
the Raman and Thomson of a plasma at certain pressure, four more images are
needed. First, a background image of the whole system is taken, with both laser
and plasma off. Second, a an image of the desired gas at the desired gas pres-
sure is taken with the laser on. This Raman signal can be used to calibrate a
scaling factor used later. Third, the background spectrum with a plasma ignited
is captured in order to correct for this extra background. Finally, an image is
taken with a plasma ignited at the desired pressure with the laser on.

Once all images are obtained, the background spectrum is subtracted from the
air spectrum. A fit to the result is used to calibrate the broadening of the system.
Next, the Raman spectrum is binned and the background is subtracted from it.
A fit to this spectrum is done to examine if the obtained parameters such as gas
temperature and pressure match the observed effects during measurements. At
the same time, it is used to calibrate the absolute intensity of the light to the
number of counts the iCCD detected. These calibrations are discussed in more
detail in section 4.4. Finally, the plasma background is subtracted from the full
spectrum and fitted to obtain all relevant Thomson and Raman parameters,
discussed more in section 4.5. The full data cycle is shown in the diagram in
figure 9.

4.3 Method of processing obtained images

In order to obtain the plasma parameters from the images, the image needs
to be be converted to a line plot so it can be fitted to the Thomson and Raman
peaks to obtain the electron temperature and number density, and the gas tem-
perature and number densities. This for multiple images and regions within the
image to obtain a spatial distribution of these parameters. For this, a MATLAB
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Figure 9: Diagram of the processing path used to obtain plasma parameters.
Circles are images while squares represent fitting procedures.

Figure 10: Example of a an image taken with the camera and a vertical bin of
distance region 100-200 pixels.

script is used. The fitting script was originally created by B.L.M. Klarenaar [6],
based on the theory described in Chapter 3, and edited to suit the experimental
setup.

This script has a multitude of uses. Images obtained from the iCCD camera
are loaded in and can be displayed to view different images at the same time.
Furthermore, vertical bins of the images can be constructed. These provide
early insight into the structure and parameters of the plasma. Fitting of plasma
parameters will also be done on such bins. An example of a vertical bin is given
in figure 10.

Next, a theoretical spectrum can be created. For this, all relevant parameters
need to be set. In the example below, the parameters are set to values which
are close to the expected fitted values in a 94.4 mbar CO2 plasma. The closer
this ’guess’ is to the actual obtained values, the more accurate and faster the fit
will be.

1 moleculeNames = {'CO2','CO','O2'}; % N2 - O2 - H2 - CO

- CO2

2 Trot = 936; % Kelvin
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3 Te = 0.83*11604.505;

4 fracOdd = 0.3757;

5 EQ = false;

6 sigma = 0.0303; %0.0122

7 gamma = 0.0000122;

8 sigmaEqualGamma = false;

9 numberDensity = [1.49 ,2.32 ,0.782]*1 e03; % *10^20

10 ne = 0.202; % *10^20

11
12 laserWavelength = 532; % nm

13 offset = 0;

The first parameter to be set is called moleculeNames. This sets the molecules
which will be used to construct Raman profiles with. Next is the rotational
temperature of the molecules, Trot and the electron temperature, Te. For con-
venience, the electron temperature is written in electron Volts, hence the term of
∗11605.555 behind the value to convert it to Kelvin. Trot is used for all species
in moleculeNames. fracOdd denotes the ratio between the population of even
and odd quantum number (J) transitions of CO2. EQ denotes whether or not
the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, which it is not.

Next are the sigma and gamma parameters. These are the two parameters
that determine the width of the Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles respectively. In
this case the low gamma means that the result will be almost a purely Gaussian
shape. If sigmaEqualGamma is set to true, the two values are set the same to
create a special variant of the Voigt profile.

By correctly setting sigma and gamma, the broadening caused by the spec-
trometer resolution will be accounted for in later fits. The values for these
parameters are determined by fitting them to a background Raman spectrum.
This will be further discussed in the next section.

Finally, numberDensity and ne set the number densities for the molecules
and electrons respectively. These values get multiplied by 1020 after calcula-
tions, but since numerical computation methods lose accuracy with exception-
ally high numbers due to numerical rounding the densities are kept lower. The
laserWavelength and offset are fairly intuitive. The former is simply the laser
wavelength in nanometers and the latter is the vertical offset of the graph which
simulates a background spectrum.

With these values set, a theoretical spectrum can be generated and compared
to an obtained image in order to calibrate the wavelength. Since the peaks of
transitions do not shift in wavelength, the theoretical and obtained spectra can
be overlapped to calculate a pixel to wavelength ratio. This ratio was found
to be 0.00856 nm per pixel in our case. To show that the transitional lines
overlap, a theoretical spectrum with the parameters shown above was laid onto
a measured spectrum. This is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Measured spectrum (blue) and the theoretically constructed spec-
trum (red) in order to calibrate the pixel to wavelength.

4.4 Calibrations

With the wavelength properly calibrated to fit the pixels of the camera, it
is time to calibrate the broadening values and intensity scaling. For this, a
background spectrum (with the plasma switched off) of either air, N2 or CO2

can be used. In the example code below, CO2 was the molecule of choice.

In order to fit parameters, they need to be defined as parameters to be fitted.
The script is very lenient for this, as any parameter can be chosen to be fitted.
In order to set a parameter to be fitted, one needs to set a guess, lower bound
and upper bound for it in a 1x3 array.

1 % Vars

2 moleculeName = {'CO2','CO','O2'}; % N2 - O2 - H2 - CO

- CO2

3 Trot = [300, 280, 330];

4 Te = 0*11604.505;

5 fracOdd = [0.0551 ,0 ,1];

6 EQ = false;

7 sigma = [0.03573 , 0.030 , 0.05] ; %0.0122

8 gamma = 0.00001222; %0.00001222

9 sigmaEqualGamma = false;
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10 numberDensity =

[1.498 ,0.1 ,0.01;0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001;100 ,10 ,10]*1 e4; %

*10^20;

11 ne = 0*1e5; % *10^20

12 laserWavelength = 532; %nm

13
14 %Extra stuff

15 exclude = [531.6 ,532.5];

16 offset = [0.0016 , -10 ,10];

17 slope = 0;

18 lambdaShift = [0,-1e6 ,1e6];

19 scalingFactor = (837.2/90) *1.4035e+10;

Here, Trot, sigma, numberDensity, offset and lambdaShift are set to be fitted.
Some extra parameters have been added as well. Exclude sets the wavelength
region which the fit ignores. This is to remove the Rayleigh peak that bled past
the mask or, when the mask is perfectly aligned, ignore the dip in the spectrum
due to the mask. Slope is a parameter which acts as a wavelength dependent
offset. Next, lambdaShift determines the horizontal shift between the measured
spectrum and where the peaks should lie. This should give a value smaller than
the amount of wavelength per pixel, to show a proper wavelength calibration.

The first calibration is to account for the broadening caused by the setup and
the camera. The background air spectrum at 1 atmosphere is used to fit and
calibrate gamma and sigma parameters. The obtained values can then be used
during all other fits, provided the measurements used are from the same series.
Since the alignment can drift between days, these two values are checked for
each data set.

The most important parameter that needs to be calibrated is scalingFactor.
The script constructs a spectrum with accompanying absolute intensity. In order
for this to match the photon count of the iCCD of the camera, a factor is needed
to scale this intensity properly. This is the precisely what the scalingFactor is
for.

In order to determine this scalingFactor, a background spectrum of a gas at
determined temperature and pressure is fitted to the parameters shown above.
From this, a number density of the gas is compared to the value measured
during the taking of the image. Then, the scalingFactor should be adjusted
thus that the obtained number density is equal to the fitted value. This needs
to be done for every processed image. The code below details the manipulation
of the image so it can be fitted and the fitting commands themselves. This code
is used for determining gamma and sigma, and the scalingFactor, each with a
different input spectrum.

1 Range = 800:900;

2
3 VBSpec = sum(CO2Lazor(:,Range) ,2);
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4 VBBackPlasma = sum(BackgroundReal (:,Range) ,2);

5 VBSpect = VBSpec - VBBackPlasma;

6 Spect1 = VBSpect;

7 Spectrum = (Spect1 ./1e7) ';

8
9 tic

10 options = optimset('Display ','iter','MaxFunEvals '

,2500*4*10 ,'MaxIter ' ,10000*10 ,'TolFun ',1e-12,'TolX'

,1e-12,'UseParallel ',true);

11 [par ,resnorm ,residual ,~,output ,~,jacobian ,fitSpectrum ,

guessSpectrum ,guess ,fitSpectrumSeparate] =

ScatteringFitPrepare(Spectrum ,options ,moleculeName ,

Trot ,Te,fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

numberDensity ,ne ,laserWavelength ,wavelength ,

lambdaShift ,exclude ,offset ,slope ,scalingFactor);

12 toc

13
14 ci = nlparci(par ,residual ,'jacobian ',jacobian);

First, the Range of pixels is selected to analyze. In order to smoothen the
fitting procedure, the obtained spectrum is ’normalized’ to be around an order of
1 in the vertical direction, from the original bin in VBSpec to the final spectrum
set in Spectrum. This ensures the numbers processed during fitting stay low
which boots performance since MATLAB tends to struggle with large numbers.
However, the spectrum is not actually normalized each time, but divided over
a common factor of 107 instead.

This way, the scalingFactor can be used for more than one image. If a nor-
malizing factor dependant on the highest value of any given spectrum was used,
the scalingFactor would have to be adjusted for each and every image, making
any calibration useless.

Then, the fit is started. All parameters are entered into the function called
’ScatteringFitPrepare’. This starts a series of fitting functions developed by
B.L.M. Klarenaar [6], based on the theory described in Chapter 3. Finally, the
two sigma, or 95% confidence interval of each fitted parameter is calculated to
be displayed at the end of the script.

In the case of fitting gamma and sigma, the best fit occurred when sigma was
set to zero and gamma was the only parameter fitted. In this case, the Gaussian
profile is more prevalent than the Lorentzian. Or in other words, the effect of
Doppler broadening is more dominant than natural and collisional broadening.
The fit is shown in figure 12.

4.5 Fitting to the data

Now that the scalingFactor is calibrated, the obtained data can be completely
fitted to the Thomson and Raman spectra to obtain electron and gas parame-
ters. For this the used code is slightly different to accommodate for this. The
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Figure 12: Measured spectrum (blue) and the resulting fit (red) of an atmo-
spheric air spectrum in order to calibrate the broadening caused by the system.

biggest difference here is the definition of the electron temperature as fit pa-
rameters instead of being set to zero. The calibrated parameters (sigma and
scalingFactor) are set to the found values and all parameters chosen for fitting
are the parameters of interest: electron temperature and number density, all
gas number densities and the rotational temperature. The general fit procedure
remains the same.

1 %Vars

2 moleculeName = {'CO2','CO','O2'}; % N2 - O2 - H2 - CO

- CO2

3 fracOdd = [0.6243 ,0 ,1];

4 EQ = false;

5 gamma = 0.0000122; %0.00001222

6 sigmaEqualGamma = false;

7 laserWavelength = 532; %nm

8 %Extra stuff

9 exclude = [531.5 ,532.5];

10 oddOrEven = 1; %1 or 2

11 slope = 0;

12 scalingFactor = (136/94) *(837.2/90) *1.4035e+10; %1e+9;

% NON Fitable. General scaling factor , gained from

eq. measurement at known pressure and same laser

intensity.

13
14 lambdaShift = [0 , -0.1 ,0.1];

15 offset = 0.0037;

16 Trot = [939, 273, 2000];
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17 sigma = 0.03570;

18 numberDensity = [1.58 ,2.44 ,0.83; 0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01;

100 ,100 ,100]*1e+03; %*10^20

19
20 Te = [0.82, 0.1, 2.0]*11604.505;

21 ne = [0.201 , 0.01, 10]; % *10^20;

22
23 Range = 100:200;

24 VBSpec = sum(CO2All10x240 (:,Range) ,2);

25 VBBackPlasma = sum(CO2Plasma10x240 (:,Range) ,2);

26 Spect1 = VBSpec -VBBackPlasma;

27 Spectrum = (Spect1 ./1e7) ';

28
29 tic

30 options = optimset('Display ','iter','MaxFunEvals '

,2500*40*10 ,'MaxIter ' ,100000*10 ,'TolFun ',1e-15,'

TolX',1e-15,'UseParallel ',true);

31 [par ,resnorm ,residual ,~,output ,~,jacobian ,fitSpectrum ,

guessSpectrum ,guess ,fitSpectrumSeparate] =

ScatteringFitPrepare(Spectrum ,options ,moleculeName ,

Trot ,Te,fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

numberDensity ,ne ,laserWavelength ,wavelength ,

lambdaShift ,exclude ,offset ,slope ,scalingFactor);

32 toc

33
34 ci = nlparci(par ,residual ,'jacobian ',jacobian);

In order to obtain the error for each fitted value, the nonlinear regression
parameter confidence intervals are calculated from the residual and the jacobian
from the fit for each fitted parameter. These errors then get saved and entered
into a spreadsheet together with the fitted values. From here, a new pixel range
can be entered to determine the plasma parameters at a new axial position. An
example of the depiction of the fitted parameters is shown below.

Figure 13: Example of the depiction of the fitted parameters in the MATLAB
workspace, including the 95% uncertainty inverval. Additionally, the total the-
oretical pressure is calculated from these fitted values.
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5 Optical scattering as calibration

5.1 60 mbar N2

The first measurements were performed in nitrogen, as the simpler chemistry
allowed for easier problem detection and solving. It has less reaction products
than CO2 and the Raman lines are spaced well: they do not overlap while
filling the entire measurable wavelength spectrum. The tube in the setup was
filled with pure nitrogen at a constant flow rate of 100 sccm. Under these
conditions, the pressure sensor displayed 60.40 mbar. Images were taken with
a total exposure time of 120s with the laser at full power. The resulting image
is shown in figure 14.

Figure 14: Image of the obtained spectrum of scattered light from a 60.4 mbar
N2 gas with a 532 nm laser with no plasma present.

In the image, clear Raman lines are visible. The intensity of the peaks are
much larger than the light ’bleeding’ past the mask, a good indication of proper
alignment. However, the spectral lines are slightly curved. This means an
optical element is misaligned, slightly curving the entire image due to being out
of focus. The net result is extra broadening in the bins. This extra broadening
is corrected by straightening out the line in post before performing the data
analysis.

The image is binned from 1 to 9 mm and the background taken in a separate
measurement is subtracted from it. The resulting image is then fitted to cali-
brate the broadening parameter and the scalingFactor. The final spectrum and
its accompanying fit is shown in figure 15.

Upon inspecting the fit, it is clear that the so-called ’valleys’ do not match
quite well with the measured spectrum. Even when accounting for a uniform
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Figure 15: Fit (red) of the obtained spectrum (blue) of scattered light from a
60.4 mbar N2 gas with a 532 nm laser.

offset, this problem was not corrected by the fitting procedure. This is a big sign
of troubles in the experimental setup. Any tiny misalignment could have caused
this offset, but the most likely culprit is the lack of a background subtraction.
The y-offset appears to be the same regardless of wavelength and thus can be
corrected.

The best fit was obtained by ignoring the Lorentzian broadening (gamma)
and by purely fitting the value of the Gaussian broadening (sigma). This in-
dicates that the Doppler and experimental setup broadening are the dominant
broadening effects. The sigma was determined to be 0.0357±0.0001 nm. This
value will be compared to the obtained gamma’s in other scenario’s.

The possible fluctuation of the total Gaussian broadening mainly determines
the setup drifts. The rotational temperature is set constant in these Raman fits
(assumed to be equal to room temperature) so the only change if broadening
would be due to the setup.

5.2 62 mbar CO2

The quartz tube is now filled with CO2 and regulated to be at around 62
mbar. The pressure showed 62.31 mbar as pressure during the measurements.
The obtained image of the scattered light with the laser at maximum output is
shown in figure 16. Here, the horizontal and vertical axes have been converted
from pixels to the wavelength in nanometers on the horizontal axis and the axial
distance in mm on the vertical axis. The distance is the axial distance (in the
same direction as the laser) from the end of the surfatron.
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Figure 16: Image of the obtained spectrum of scattered light from a 62.3 mbar
CO2 gas with a 532 nm laser with no plasma.

As seen in the figure, the Raman peaks of CO2 lie closer together. As a
result, the overall spectrum is increased due to the tails of broadening effects
overlapping. What is interesting to notice is that the intensity scales a little
with axial distance. In Raman spectra, this phenomena does appear, but not
at this magnitude.

This is an indicator for a misaligned spectrometer, not imaging the light
symmetrically to the camera. A way to control this is to image the laser Rayleigh
peak and look for an asymmetry in the Gaussian shape. However at the time of
discovering this detail the setup was no longer available so such a measurement
could not be performed.

An asymmetric Rayleigh peak would be a confirmation in principle of a mis-
alignment between the imaging of the entrance slit to the intermediate slit in
the spectrometer. A mispositioned mask could also solve a few issues, but not
the asymmetries. This is the biggest issue still present in the fits and could
potentially render the obtained electron parameters useless.

The entire region of 1 to 9 mm was binned together and fitted to perform the
broadening calibrations. The result is shown in figure 17.

The best fit was obtained by setting the Lorentzian broadening (sigma) to
near zero and just fitting the Gaussian broadening (gamma). From the fit,
the sigma was determined to be 0.0357±0.0001 nm with a scalingFactor of
1.8889 · 1011. The broadening factor is nearly identical to the obtained value in
nitrogen, indicating a consistent broadening caused by the setup.
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Figure 17: Fit of the Raman spectrum of 62.3 mbar CO2 with a 532 nm laser.

Figure 18: Image of the obtained spectrum of 94.4 mbar CO2 with a 532 nm
laser with no plasma.

Note that even though the peaks overlap, indicating a correct wavelength cal-
ibration, the peaks heights do not match perfectly, especially near the tails of
the spectrum. This has most likely the same origin as the previously mentioned
setup asymmetry. In this case it is more visible due to the lower relative in-
tensities of the spectrum, while the error remains constant, resulting in a larger
relative error. However this mismatch is not large enough to discontinue the
fitting on Thomson effects.

5.3 94 mbar CO2

The final calibration was done with CO2 at 96.4 mbar and the laser at full
power. This is the maximum pressure where a plasma could still be sustained
in CO2 with the current setup. Identical to the other measurements, the total
integration time was 120 seconds which equates to six hundred thousand laser
pulses.
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The image is extremely similar to the obtained spectrum at 62.3 mbar. This is
not a surprise, as the difference in number density directly correlates to a higher
intensity. When changing the color scale to account for this, the difference
disappears. This should also be the case when fitting a spectrum to the data by
obtaining a different scalingFactor with the other parameters staying the same.

The best fit was once again obtained by neglecting the influence of collisional
and natural broadening and only fitting for Gaussian broadening. Due to ex-
treme similarities with the fit shown in figure 17, the fit is not shown here.

The broadening factor gamma has been found to be 0.0355±0.0001 nm, which
is very close to obtained values under the other two conditions. Therefore, a
constant gamma value can be used in the Thomson fits.

In this chapter, images obtained from measurements at three different gas
pressures and mixtures with no plasma present were analyzed. This was done
to obtain the broadening parameter and to calibrate the absolute intensity of
the light to the photon counts on the camera. From these calibrations it be-
came apparent that the dominant type of broadening is Gaussian broadening.
Thus, effects from Doppler and setup broadening outweigh collisional and natu-
ral broadening. This broadening parameter gamma was consistent between the
different measurement series, 0.0355±0.0001 nm.
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6 Thomson scattering of surfatron CO2 plasma

6.1 60 mbar N2

Images were taken with a plasma ignited in nitrogen at around 60.3 mbar. One
such photo is depicted in figure 19a, with the axes transformed to its equivalent
physical properties. Comparing this to the Raman image in Chapter 5, it is
clear that near the surfatron launcher, the Raman peaks are much weaker. This
is an indication of a lower N2 density due to higher temperatures as well as
there being more dissociation of nitrogen to atomic nitrogen.

One thing to note is a line shape at the 4cm region in the image. This could
be due to stray light or insufficient alignment of the spectrometer, which could
explain the inaccurate fit.

(a) Image
(b) Fit around 1 cm

Figure 19: Left: image of the reflected light of a 532 nm laser on a 60.3 mbar
N2 plasma. Right: fit of the left spectrum binned in the 1 cm region.

However, the fit severely lacked in quality compared to earlier Raman fits of
nitrogen and CO2. The fit in question is shown in figure 19b. Even though
it converged according to the script, when viewed in a graph, there was poor
overlap. This is a serious sign of spectrometer misalignment or errors in the
fitting procedure. Some of the alignment was improved upon switching from N2

to CO2, but this is a bad sign nevertheless. Any inaccuracy in the spectrom-
eter and the fitting lowers the accuracy of the electron parameters, since the
Thomson curve is obtained by subtracting the Raman part.

6.2 62 mbar CO2

Back to CO2, a plasma was ignited at 62.3 mbar. An image was taken in
these conditions with the laser set to full power. The resulting image is shown
in figure 20. The colors have been scaled to show the different intensities more
clearly. The fit of the measured spectrum in the region around 1 cm is shown
next to it.
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(a) Image (b) Fit of 1 cm region

Figure 20: Left: image of the reflected light of a 532 nm laser on a 62.3 mbar
CO2 plasma. Right: fit of the left spectrum binned in the 1 cm region. The
species accounted for in the fit are CO2, CO and O2.

In the image, a clear difference in intensity in the axial region is visible around
533.5 and 530.5 nm. Comparing the colors to the tail ends of the spectrum, a
difference in relative intensity is clear. Raman peaks of CO2 lie in the region
beweten 535 and 529 nm only (see figure 17). The difference in color between
the 533.5 region and the tail of the spectrum increases with the axial distance.
So a difference in intensity in this interval means an increasing CO2 density as
function of axial distance.

However, the overall pressure of the system remained constant. Thus the
most likely conclusion is that other species are formed due to the plasma. Of
course, this is due to the main dissociation reaction of CO2, creating CO and O2

molecules. These molecules need to be accounted for in fits to the Raman con-
tribution of the spectrum. Furthermore, the rotational temperature is expected
to be the highest near the launcher. A higher temperature means broader peaks,
’lifting’ up the spectrum as a whole.

The resulting fit (20b) is of good agreement with the obtained spectrum,
with only small deviations near valleys. As a result, obtained errors in the gas
number densities and the rotational temperature are low. The problem with
the valleys and its implications on the quality of the spectrum was discussed in
5.2.

However, when combining the obtained number densities and using those in
addition to the gas temperature to calculate the pressure via the ideal gas law,
the resulting pressure differed from the constant pressure measured at the setup.

Of course, the three species fitted are not the only species present in the
plasma besides electrons. Recall that, during the main dissociation of CO2,
atomic oxygen O is formed. Atomic oxygen does not have Raman peaks, as
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all its degrees of freedom are translational. Yet, it is present in the plasma
with a non-negligible density. Of course, the total amount of oxygen in the
plasma stays constant. Combining reactions shown in equations 2.2 and 2.4,
and assuming this is the only reaction taking place in the plasma, the atomic
oxygen density is roughly equal to:

nO = nCO −
1

2
nO2

, (6.1)

where each term is the number density of their respective species. Graphs were
constructed to compare the new resulting pressure as well as look at the ratio of
species in the plasma, shown in figure 21. Here, the number density for atomic
oxygen and its accompanying error are calculated using the above formula.

Figure 21: Top: pressure obtained from fit (black) vs the pressure measured
with the pressure sensor (red) as function of axial distance. Bottom: species
density expressed as percentage of total density as function of axial distance at
62.3 mbar. Atomic oxygen O density was calculated as function of the CO and
O2 densities.

By incorporating the existence of atomic oxygen in the plasma, the total
pressure is closer to the value obtained during measurements. However, the
furthest away from the source of the plasma which is around 8 mm, this pressure
is off by a factor 1.5. This is relatively close to the measured pressure but the
cause for the mismatch is currently unknown.
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In a weakly ionized plasma, such as the CO2 plasma created and observed
by B.L.M. Klarenaar, CO2 accounts for 70% of the total number density [6].
The main difference is the rotational and electron temperature, which are both
higher in our plasma. The gas makeup does match those found by a different
study after incorporating atomic oxygen [33]. Here, the obtained electron and
rotational temperatures are of similar magnitudes as well.

Gas densities and the rotational temperature can be obtained with decent
accuracy which are in line with previous findings in similar conditions. The
more important results, however, are the electron parameters. If a good Raman
fit is obtained, finding a good Thomson fit with low errors should be obtainable.
The electron number density and temperature obtained from the fit in figure
20b are shown in figure 22.

Figure 22: Top: electron number density as function of axial distance in a 62.3
mbar plasma. Bottom: electron temperature as function of axial distance in a
62.3 mbar plasma. Note the extremely large error bars.

The obtained values themselves are in line with expectations considering the
type of plasma used and power applied to it. However, the biggest problem is
the error in the results. Both the electron temperature and density have huge
error bars making it near impossible to draw meaningful conclusions.

Since a part of the Thomson signal is removed due to the mask in the TGS,
it is hard to accurately fit to the data. This is exacerbated by the relatively
larger Raman signal. Any error made in the Raman fit directly translates to the
Thomson fit. While accurate, it turns out the fit used is not accurate enough.

Multiple avenues have been explored in order to attempt to reduce the error.
First of all, adjusting the alignment of setup was attempted as fix many times.
Better alignment means a lower instrumental broadening which should mean
that theoretical spectra are closer to the measured result. Another consideration
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was choosing the guess values closer to the results in order to allow the fit script
to tweak the electron values more.

Certain fit parameters also tended to diverge to the limits provided before-
hand. For example it would often give 280 Kelvin as rotational temperature
which was set as the lowest possible value. The fitting script was attempting to
fix an inaccuracy by adjusting the temperature, even though the issue was in
a different parameter or setting. By constructing proper guess parameters, the
fit would converge quicker and produce more accurate results.

6.3 94 mbar CO2

For the 94 mbar plasma, the same images and fits were made in order to
observe pressure dependent positions and to verify if the problems that occurred
during the 62.3 mbar fits persisted. The image of the plasma and accompanying
fit are shown in figure 23.

(a) Image.

(b) Fit of 1 cm region.

Figure 23: Left: image of the reflected light of a 532 nm laser on a 94.4 mbar
CO2 plasma. Right: fit of the left spectrum binned in the 1 cm region. The
species accounted for in the fit are CO2, CO and O2.

The quality of the fit rivals that of the fits done at 62.3 mbar. In fact,
apart from the different pressure, not much has changed. The obtained number
densities and temperature combine to match the higher pressure, while the large
errors in the electron parameters remain.

Therefore, the fits at this pressure have the same issues as the 62.3 mbar
case. The resulting parameters share the same properties as before as well. The
graphs to compare the pressure, gas number densities, rotational temperature,
electron density and temperature are shown in Appendix A.
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This indicates that there are still errors and inaccuracies in the experimental
setup which are pressure and gas independent. As discussed in Chapter 5.2,
checking whether the Rayleigh peak is symmetric is a good start to improving
the spectrometer alignment. If asymmetric, a full realignment of the system will
be necessary.

Another problem is that the plasma changes during measurements, causing
inaccuracies in the result and making it more difficult to get accurate fits. Since
measurements can take up to 40 minutes to complete, a shift in local plasma
parameters will yield a time averaged result. This kind of image could be a
cause of the inaccuracies in the determination of the electron parameters. The
effects of time averaging different plasma parameters is explored in Chapter 7.1.

6.4 Influence of long measurements on the resulting fits

A different cause of large errors in the fits could be due to the nature of the
way the experiment is set up. The fact that measurements take place over a
span of 20 to sometimes 40 minutes will influence the measurement. Since the
plasma will undoubtedly perturb and shift in time, the measurement will not
correctly reflect the state of the plasma but instead it provides the time averaged
state.

For the gas species number densities, this is not an issue, since the intensity
of the scattered light scales linearly with it. Thus, the total measured intensity
will reflect the time average of the molecular number densities correctly. This
is not the case for rotational and electron temperatures and there the problem
could arise.

In this subsection, a few tests are done to examine the instability of fitting and
the results of perturbations on the fitted parameters. To study this, theoretical
spectra were constructed and combined with different ratios to simulate changes
in the plasma over time. The resulting spectrum was then fitted in the same
manner as the regular measurements and compared to the original parameters
and ratios.

Figure 24: Table of the used parameters in the simulations.

In the table shown above, all different parameters that were used are shown.
Spectra are constructed with these values and the combined with different ratios.
In the first comparison, datasets 1 and 2 were used and combined.
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In figure 25, the resulting fit for the molecular number densities is shown as
function for the percentage that set 2 was included in the original spectrum.
Since density directly correlates to scatter intensity, taking a long measurement
should effectively return the time average density. With two distinct endpoints,
one would thus expect a linear behavior.

This is indeed what is shown in the figure. Therefore, it validates the (rela-
tively) low error in fitted number densities and provides a physical explanation
thus allowing the results to be used in further study.

Figure 25: Resulting fitted number densities as function of the fraction of pa-
rameters 2, where the rest of the total consists of parameter set 1.

For the rotational temperature, the received scattering intensity does not have
a direct linear dependence on the temperature. This results in time averaged
analysis yielding results that will fundamentally differ from the actual situation.
The obtained rotational temperatures from the same fitting series are shown in
figure 26.

As seen in the figure, there is not a linear trend in the rotational temper-
ature. In fact it appears more exponential or quadratic, suggesting that the
lower temperature has a higher influence on the overall temperature as it only
increases to the endpoint when the second temperature is dominant. Or in other
words, when the second temperature is the actual rotational temperature for a
significantly longer amount of time.
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Figure 26: Resulting fitted number densities as function of the fraction of pa-
rameter set 2, with parameter set 1 being the remaining part.

However, the temperatures in the plasma column do not tend to shift as
drastically as in the comparison. Usually the rotational temperature can vary
for a few hundred Kelvin, but not more. A new fitting series with the rotational
temperature between 1600 and 1800 Kelvin yielded a linear plot as function
of the percentage of data set 2. This figure is shown in Appendix A. The
temperature combined with the number densities form a constant pressure in
accordance with the Ideal Gas Law. Thus, derivations of the gas parameters
provide time averaged results which can be used to draw meaningful conclusions
from.

Parameter sets 3 and 4 are used to investigate the effect of a different electron
temperature and electron density over time. The resulting figures showing the
obtained parameters as function of the fraction of parameter set 4 are shown in
figure 27.

The electron density shows a linear behavior, so any accurately obtained
electron density will represent a time averaged value. So for the electron density,
obtained results can be interpreted fully.

This is not the case for the electron temperature. Here, a strong quadratic or
exponential relation is apparent as function of the fraction of its representation.
Any obtained value of the electron temperature can therefore not be interpreted
directly, as the lower value has a higher effective ’weight’.

To conclude, the fact that measurements take a considerable amount of time
does not significantly perturb measurements to the point of invalidity. Since
almost all parameters behave linearly when altered, the result is a time average
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(a) Te
(b) ne

Figure 27: Left: fitted electron temperature as function of the fraction of param-
eter set 4. Right: fitted electron density as function of the fraction of parameter
set 4. Parameter set 3 is used for the remaining part in both cases.

which eliminates the random perturbations. The only parameter where this
does not apply is the electron temperature. Here, these perturbations of the
plasma have to be taken into account when drawing conclusions from results.
In the case of this study, this does not come in to play yet since the error in the
electron temperature was too high to begin with, but should be studied further
to ivestigate the implications this non-linearity might have.
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7 Conclusions and Discussion

In this study, a microwave plasma was ignited in N2 and CO2, and examined
at pressures varying from 60 mbar to 92 mbar. This was done to create a
controllable source of hot gas with well defined parameters so it can be used in
further spark measurements.

A 532 nm Nd:YAG laser was used to scatter laser light on the particles present
in the plasma column. Images taken from the plasma with a Triple Grating Spec-
trometer while the laser was turned on were analyzed. Raman and Thomson
spectra were fitted to the data in order to determine the plasma parameters.

To obtain plasma parameters from the measurements, calibrations were per-
formed. First, the pixels were converted to their respective wavelength. After
that, the spectrometer instrumental broadening was calibrated. A background
atmospheric air spectrum at room temperature was used to obtain the broad-
ening factor. The fit provided excellent agreement with the measured data,
obtaining a low-error broadening factor as a result.

In order to calibrate the spectrometer intensity scaling factor, a dark measure-
ment was subtracted from a measurement including laser scattering but without
a plasma to form a Raman spectrum. This scaling factor is calibrated for each
region that is binned in order to eliminate possible small errors in between fits.

The fits to Raman spectra showed decent agreement, but there were con-
sistent problems. The valleys in between peaks did not overlap well with the
fitted spectrum and the tails showed a slowly increasing wavelength dependent
mismatch between fit and measurement. These point to misalignment of the
spectrometer. By not properly imaging the entry slit to the intermediate slit
of the TGS, light is shifted and lost, causing asymmetries between the left and
right side of the image.

Fits to Thomson scattering were performed and analyzed. The gas species
temperatures and densities showed good agreement with the hypotheses, having
a relative low error margin. However, the electron density and temperature had
errors of the same order of magnitude as the values themselves. Therefore, no
meaningful conclusions could be drawn from the electron parameters except
that the current experiment was not good enough.

In order to investigate the asymmetry of the spectrometer, the experimental
setup would have to be rebuilt and realigned. Then, the Rayleigh peak of the
laser could be obtained and examined. An asymmetric shape would confirm
the asymmetric instrumental broadening problem. Extra alignment steps could
then be made in order to solve the issue.

The high errors could also be explained by mis-use of the fitting scripts or
wrongly applied transformations during the fits. The images look very clear to
the naked eye and it was expected to obtain good results from it. Human errors
in the manipulation of the obtained data could very well conceive these errors.
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Figure 28: Obtained rotational temperature of a 62.3 mbar CO2 plasma as
function of the axial distance. The surfatron launcher sits at 0 mm.

A Extra graphs and figures
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Figure 29: Top: pressure obtained from fit (black) vs the pressure measured with
the pressure sensor (red) as function of axial distance. Bot: species density
expressed as percentage of total density as function of axial distance at 94.4
mbar. Atomic oxygen O density was calculated as function of the CO and O2

densities.
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Figure 30: Electron number density as function of axial distance in a 94.4 mbar
plasma. Bottom: electron temperature as function of axial distance in a 94.4
mbar plasma. Note the extremely high error bars.

Figure 31: Resulting fitted number densities as function of the fraction of pa-
rameters 2.
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B The fitting script

1 clear all

2 close all

3
4 %import a bunch of data

5 Air = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -common\

Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -08 -27\ atmos air Raman.asc',';');

6
7 %N2 60.5 mbar

8 CO2Laser = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -common\

Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar laser 120s.asc',';

');

9 CO2Plasma = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -common\

Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar plasma 10 x240s.asc

',';');

10 CO2Plasma10x240 = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar plasma 10

x240s.asc',';');

11 CO2All = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -common\

Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar plasma laser 10

x240s.asc',';');

12 CO2All5x120 = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar plasma laser

10 x240s.asc',';');

13 CO2All10x240 = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar plasma laser

10 x240s.asc',';');

14 Background = importdata('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\N2 60-5 mbar background

120s.asc',';');

15
16
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17 %62 mbar

18 % CO2Laser = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -common

\Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\ CO2 62-3 mbar laser 120s.asc

',';');

19 % CO2Plasma = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\ CO2 62-3 mbar background

120s.asc ',';');

20 % CO2Plasma10x240 = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg

-common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\ CO2 62-3 mbar plasma 10

x240s.asc ',';');

21 % CO2All = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -common\

Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018- TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\ CO2 63-6 mbar plasma laser 240s

.asc ',';');

22 % CO2All5x120 = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -21\ CO2 46 mbar plasma plus

laser 5x120s.asc ',';');

23 % CO2All10x240 = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\ CO2 62-3 mbar plasma laser

10x240s.asc ',';');

24 % Background = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -21\ background 5x120s.asc

',';');

25
26 %94-4 mbar

27 % CO2Laser = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -common

\Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018- TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\ CO2 62-3 mbar laser 120s.asc

',';');

28 % CO2Plasma = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\ CO2 62-3 mbar background

120s.asc ',';');

29 % CO2Plasma7x240 = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -
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Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\ CO2 94-4 mbar plasma 7

x240s.asc ',';');

30 % CO2All = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -common\

Experimental_Data\Microwave -Discharges

\2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii files

\2018 -09 -28\ CO2 63-6 mbar plasma laser 240s

.asc ',';');

31 % CO2All5x120 = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -21\ CO2 46 mbar plasma plus

laser 5x120s.asc ',';');

32 % CO2All10x240 = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -28\ CO2 94-4 mbar plasma laser

10x240s.asc ',';');

33 % Background = importdata ('\\ physstor\epg -

common\Experimental_Data\Microwave -

Discharges \2018 - TwanvanVugt\Lab2018 -ascii

files \2018 -09 -21\ background 5x120s.asc

',';');

34 % CO2Plasma10x240 = CO2Plasma7x240 *7/10;

35
36 CO2Corr = CO2Laser - Background;

37 CO2CorrAll = CO2All5x120 - CO2Plasma;

38
39 VBCO2Corr = sum(CO2Corr ');

40 VBCO2CorrAll = sum(CO2CorrAll ');

41 VBBack = sum(Background ');

42 VBCO2Laser = sum(CO2Laser ');

43 VBCO2Plasma = sum(CO2Plasma ');

44 VBCO2Plasma5x240 = sum(CO2Plasma10x240 ');

45 VBCO2All = sum(CO2All ');

46 VBCO2All5x120 = sum(CO2All5x120 ');

47 VBCO2All5x240 = sum(CO2All10x240 ');

48
49 VBCO2Corr2 = VBCO2Laser - VBBack;

50 VBCO2Corr5x240 = VBCO2All5x240 -

VBCO2Plasma5x240;

51
52 %%

53 %Choose what to do

54 %1: plot/show images of plasma , background and

some vertical bins

55 %2: compare axial positions (not operational

atm)

56 %3: Construct theoretical spectrum to narrow

down a guess
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57 %4: fit background Raman to determine

scalingFactor

58 %5: fit Raman and Thomson to relevant

measurement

59 %6: construct theoretical spectrum to see

stability of fitting an average

60 %temperature

61 ToCompute = [0 0 0 0 0 1];

62
63 Begin = 530.3 -(0.00856*293);

64 End = 533.7+(0.00856*(1024 -691));

65 wavelength = Begin :0.00856: End;

66 close all

67 if ToCompute (1) ==1

68 figure

69 imagesc(Air ')

70 colorbar

71 colormap(jet)

72 xlabel('pixlenr ')

73 ylabel('pixelnr ')

74 % figure

75 % image(Background ')

76 % colorbar

77 % colormap(jet)

78 % caxis ([0 10000])

79 % xlabel('pixlenr ')

80 % ylabel('pixelnr ')

81 figure

82 imagesc(CO2Laser ')

83 h = colorbar;

84 ylabel(h,'Intensity ')

85 colormap(jet)

86 caxis ([0 50000])

87 title('Image of 62.3 mbar CO_2 Raman ')

88 xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')

89 ylabel('Distance (mm)')

90 yticklabels = 10: -1:0;

91 yticks = linspace(1, size(CO2All10x240 , 1),

numel(yticklabels));

92 set(gca , 'YTick ', yticks , 'YTickLabel ', flipud

(yticklabels (:)))

93 xticklabels = 527.5:1.5:536.5;

94 xticks = linspace(1, size(CO2All10x240 , 1),

numel(xticklabels));

95 set(gca , 'XTick ', xticks , 'XTickLabel ', flipud

(xticklabels (:)))

96 figure

97 imagesc(CO2All ')

98 colorbar

99 colormap(jet)
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100 caxis ([0 30000])

101 title('Image of 62.3 mbar CO_2 plasma with

laser ')

102 xlabel('pixlenr ')

103 ylabel('pixelnr ')

104 figure

105 imagesc(CO2All10x240 ')

106 h = colorbar;

107 ylabel(h,'Intensity ')

108 colormap(jet)

109 caxis ([0 100000])

110 yticklabels = 10: -1:0;

111 yticks = linspace(1, size(CO2All10x240 , 1),

numel(yticklabels));

112 set(gca , 'YTick ', yticks , 'YTickLabel ', flipud

(yticklabels (:)))

113 xticklabels = 527.5:1.5:536.5;

114 xticks = linspace(1, size(CO2All10x240 , 1),

numel(xticklabels));

115 set(gca , 'XTick ', xticks , 'XTickLabel ', flipud

(xticklabels (:)))

116 title('Image of 62.3 mbar CO_2 plasma with

laser ')

117 xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')

118 ylabel('Distance (cm)')

119 figure

120 imagesc(CO2Plasma ')

121 colorbar

122 colormap(jet)

123 caxis ([0 1000])

124 title('Image of 62.3 mbar CO_2 plasma ')

125 xlabel('pixlenr ')

126 ylabel('pixelnr ')

127
128 figure

129 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,100:200) ,2)

)

130 hold on

131 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,200:300) ,2)

)

132 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,300:400) ,2)

)

133 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,400:500) ,2)

)

134 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,500:600) ,2)

)

135 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,600:700) ,2)

)

136 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,700:800) ,2)

)
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137 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,800:900) ,2)

)

138 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2Plasma10x240 (: ,800:900)

,2))

139 xlabel('Wavelength(nm)')

140 ylabel('Intensity ')

141 legend('100 -200','200 -300','300 -400','400 -500'

,'500 -600','600 -700','700 -800','800 -900','

Background ')

142 figure

143 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,100:200) ,2)

./max(sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,100:200) ,2)))

144 hold on

145 plot(wavelength ,sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,800:900) ,2)

./max(sum(CO2All10x240 (: ,800:900) ,2)))

146 xlabel('Wavelength(nm)')

147 ylabel('Relative Intensity ')

148 legend('100 -200','800 -900')

149 end

150
151 if ToCompute (2) ==1

152 %look at axial position

153 figure

154 plot(wavelength ,VBCO2All);

155 hold on

156 plot(wavelength ,VBCO2All15mm);

157 xlabel('Wavelength(nm)')

158 ylabel('Intensity ')

159 legend('0 mm','15 mm');

160 title('Comparison between two axial positions

with a 49mbar CO_2 plasma and a 532nm laser

')

161 figure

162 plot(wavelength ,VBCO2All);

163 hold on

164 plot(wavelength ,VBCO2Laser);

165 plot(wavelength ,VBCO2Plasma);

166 xlabel('Wavelength(nm)')

167 ylabel('Intensity ')

168 legend('Laser+Plasma ','Laser ','Plasma ')

169 title('Comparison of states with CO_2 plasma

just beside the focus')

170
171 figure

172 plot(wavelength ,( VBCO2All15mm -min(VBCO2All15mm

))./max(VBCO2All15mm -min(VBCO2All15mm)));

173 hold on

174 plot(wavelength ,( VBCO2Laser15mm -min(

VBCO2Laser15mm))./max(VBCO2Laser15mm -min(

VBCO2Laser15mm)));
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175 xlabel('Wavelength(nm)')

176 ylabel('Intensity ')

177 legend('Laser+Plasma ','Laser ','Plasma ')

178 title('Comparison of states with CO_2 plasma

15mm away from focus')

179 end

180
181 if ToCompute (3) ==1

182 moleculeNames = {'CO2','CO','O2'}; % N2 - O2 -

H2 - CO - CO2

183 Trot = 936;

184 Te = 0.83*11604.505;

185 fracOdd = 0.3757;

186 EQ = false;

187 sigma = 0.0303; %0.0122

188 gamma = 0.0000122;

189 sigmaEqualGamma = false;

190 numberDensity = [1.49 ,2.32 ,0.782]*1 e03; %

*10^20

191 ne = 0.202; % *10^20

192
193 laserWavelength = 532;

194 offset = 0;

195
196 spectrum = ScatteringSimulatePrepare(

moleculeNames ,Trot ,Te ,fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,

gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,numberDensity ,ne ,

laserWavelength ,wavelength);

197 spectrumSeparate = zeros(numel(moleculeNames),

numel(spectrum));

198
199 for m = 1: numel(moleculeNames)

200 currentMoleculeName = moleculeNames(m);

201 currentNumberDensity = numberDensity(m);

202 spectrumSeparate(m,:) =

ScatteringSimulatePrepare(

currentMoleculeName ,Trot ,Te ,fracOdd ,EQ ,

sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

currentNumberDensity ,0,laserWavelength ,

wavelength);

203 end

204 spectrumThomson = ScatteringSimulatePrepare

([],Trot ,Te ,fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,

sigmaEqualGamma ,[],ne ,laserWavelength ,

wavelength);

205 normFact = 1/max(spectrum);

206
207 Range = 800:900;

208 VBSpec = sum(CO2All10x240 (:,Range) ,2);

209 VBBackPlasma = sum(CO2Plasma10x240 (:,Range) ,2)
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;

210 Spect1 = VBSpec -VBBackPlasma;

211 Measured = (Spect1 ./max(Spect1)) ';

212 Measured2 = ( (Spect1 -min(Spect1))./max(Spect1

-min(Spect1)) ) ';

213
214 figure

215 plot(wavelength ,Measured2 ,'linewidth ' ,1.5)

216 hold on

217 plot(wavelength ,spectrum*normFact ,'linewidth '

,1.5)

218 plot(wavelength ,normFact*spectrumThomson)

219 plot(wavelength ,normFact*spectrumSeparate (1,:)

)

220 plot(wavelength ,normFact*spectrumSeparate (2,:)

)

221 plot(wavelength ,normFact*spectrumSeparate (3,:)

)

222 xlabel('wavelength ')

223 ylabel('relative intensity ')

224 legend('Measured ','Theory ','Thomson ','CO2','CO

','O2')

225 end

226
227 if ToCompute (4) ==1

228
229 %Vars

230 % moleculeNames = {'CO2 ','CO','O2 ','N2 '}; % N2

- O2 - H2 - CO - CO2

231 moleculeName = {'N2'}; % N2 - O2 - H2 - CO -

CO2

232 Trot = [300, 280, 330];

233 Te = 0*11604.505;

234 fracOdd = [0.0551 ,0 ,1];

235 EQ = false;

236 sigma = [0.03573 , 0.030 , 0.05] ; %0.0122

237 gamma = 0.00001222; %0.00001222

238 sigmaEqualGamma = false;

239 numberDensity = [1.498 ,0.1 ,100]*1 e4;%

[1.498 ,0.1 ,0.01;0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001;100 ,10 ,10]*1

e4;

240 ne = 0*1e5; % *10^20

241 laserWavelength = 532; %nm

242 %Extra stuff

243 exclude = [531.6 ,532.5];

244 oddOrEven = 1; %1 or 2

245 offset = [0.0016 , -10 ,10];

246 slope = 0;

247 lambdaShift = [0,-1e6 ,1e6];

248 scalingFactor = (60.3/62.3) *(837.2/90) *1.4035e
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+10;%1.8867e+11; % NON Fitable. General

scaling factor , gained from eq. measurement

at known pressure and same laser intensity

.

249 %(62.3/62.3) *(7.66/62.3)

250 %Pick what to fit

251 %In order: lambdaShift , offset , slope , Trot ,

fraccOdd , sigma , gamma , Te ,

252 %ne , numberDensity. Par is in the same order (

if parameter is chosen)

253
254 %Spec = ScatteringSimulatePrepare(moleculeName

,Trot ,Te,fracOdd ,EQ,sigma ,gamma ,

sigmaEqualGamma ,numberDensity (1),ne ,

laserWavelength ,wavelength);

255
256 %input spectrum

257
258 Range = 800:900;

259 CO2Lazor = CO2Laser *2*10;

260 BackgroundReal = Background *2*2;

261 VBSpec = sum(CO2Lazor(:,Range) ,2);

262 VBBackPlasma = sum(BackgroundReal (:,Range) ,2);

263 VBSpect = VBSpec - VBBackPlasma;

264 Spect1 = VBSpect;%-min(VBSpect);

265 Spectrum = (Spect1 ./1e7) ';%./(max(Spect1))) ';

266
267 tic

268 options = optimset('Display ','iter','

MaxFunEvals ' ,2500*4*10 ,'MaxIter ' ,10000*10 ,'

TolFun ',1e-12,'TolX',1e-12,'UseParallel ',

true);

269 [par ,resnorm ,residual ,~,output ,~,jacobian ,

fitSpectrum ,guessSpectrum ,guess ,

fitSpectrumSeparate] = ScatteringFitPrepare

(Spectrum ,options ,moleculeName ,Trot ,Te,

fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

numberDensity ,ne ,laserWavelength ,wavelength

,lambdaShift ,exclude ,offset ,slope ,

scalingFactor);

270 toc

271
272 ci = nlparci(par ,residual ,'jacobian ',jacobian)

;

273
274 figure

275 plot(wavelength ,( Spectrum)./max(Spectrum))

276 hold on

277 plot(wavelength ,guessSpectrum ./max(

guessSpectrum))
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278 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrum ./max(fitSpectrum))

279 legend('Measured ','Guess ','Fit')

280 xlabel('wavelength(nm)')

281 ylabel('relative intensity ')

282 figure

283 plot(wavelength ,( Spectrum)./max(Spectrum))

284 hold on

285 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrum ./max(fitSpectrum))

286 legend('Measured ','Fit')

287 xlabel('wavelength(nm)')

288 ylabel('relative intensity ')

289
290 end

291
292 if ToCompute (5) == 1

293
294 %Vars

295 % moleculeNames = {'CO2 ','CO','O2 ','N2 '}; % N2

- O2 - H2 - CO - CO2

296 moleculeName = {'N2'}; % N2 - O2 - H2 - CO -

CO2

297 fracOdd = [0.6243 ,0 ,1];

298 EQ = false;

299 gamma = 0.0000122; %0.00001222

300 sigmaEqualGamma = false;

301 laserWavelength = 532; %nm

302 %Extra stuff

303 exclude = [531.5 ,532.5];

304 oddOrEven = 1; %1 or 2

305 slope = 0;

306 scalingFactor = (136/94) *(837.2/90) *1.4035e

+10; %1e+9; % NON Fitable. General scaling

factor , gained from eq. measurement at

known pressure and same laser intensity.

307
308 lambdaShift = [0 , -0.1 ,0.1];

309 offset = 0.0037;

310 Trot = [939, 273, 2000];

311 sigma = 0.03570;

312 numberDensity = [1.58 ,2.44 ,0.83;

0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01; 100 ,100 ,100]*1e+03; %*10^20

313
314 Te = [0.82, 0.1, 2.0]*11604.505;

315 ne = [0.201 , 0.01, 10]; % *10^20;

316
317 %Pick what to fit

318 %In order: lambdaShift , offset , slope , Trot ,

fraccOdd , sigma , gamma , Te ,

319 %ne, numberDensity. Par is in the same order (

if parameter is chosen)
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320
321 Range = 100:200;

322 VBSpec = sum(CO2All10x240 (:,Range) ,2);

323 VBBackPlasma = sum(CO2Plasma10x240 (:,Range) ,2)

;

324 Spect1 = VBSpec -VBBackPlasma;

325 Spectrum = (Spect1 ./1e7) ';%./max(Spect1)) ';

326 %Spectrum = ( (Spect1 -min(Spect1))./max(Spect1

-min(Spect1)) ) ';

327
328 tic

329 options = optimset('Display ','iter','

MaxFunEvals ' ,2500*40*10 ,'MaxIter '

,100000*10 ,'TolFun ',1e-15,'TolX',1e-15,'

UseParallel ',true);

330 [par ,resnorm ,residual ,~,output ,~,jacobian ,

fitSpectrum ,guessSpectrum ,guess ,

fitSpectrumSeparate] = ScatteringFitPrepare

(Spectrum ,options ,moleculeName ,Trot ,Te,

fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

numberDensity ,ne,laserWavelength ,wavelength

,lambdaShift ,exclude ,offset ,slope ,

scalingFactor);

331 toc

332 ci = nlparci(par ,residual ,'jacobian ',jacobian)

;

333
334 figure

335 plot(wavelength ,Spectrum ./max(Spectrum))

336 hold on

337 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrum ./max(fitSpectrum))

338 legend('Measured ','Fit')

339 xlabel('wavelength(nm)')

340 ylabel('relative intensity ')

341 figure

342 plot(wavelength ,Spectrum ./max(Spectrum))

343 hold on

344 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrum ./max(fitSpectrum))

345 plot(wavelength ,guessSpectrum ./max(

guessSpectrum))

346 legend('Measured ','Fit','Guess ')

347 xlabel('wavelength(nm)')

348 ylabel('relative intensity ')

349 figure

350 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrum ,'k')

351 hold on

352 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrumSeparate (1,:))

353 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrumSeparate (2,:))

354 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrumSeparate (3,:))

355 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrumSeparate (4,:))
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356 xlabel('wavelength(nm)')

357 ylabel('intensity ')

358 legend('Total ','CO_2','CO','O_2','Thomson ')

359 end

360
361 if ToCompute (6) == 1

362
363 moleculeNames = {'CO2','CO','O2'}; % N2 - O2 -

H2 - CO - CO2

364 fracOdd = 0.3757;

365 EQ = false;

366 sigma = 0.03570; %0.0122

367 gamma = 0.0000122;

368 sigmaEqualGamma = false;

369
370 TrotGuess = [938, 1591, 1791, 1231, 1231];

371 TeGuess = [0.82, 1.37, 1.37, 1.06,

2.0]*11604.505;

372 numberDensityGuess = [1.67 ,2.58 ,0.87;

0.607 ,0.911 ,0.253; 0.607 ,0.911 ,0.253;

1.69 ,2.67 ,0.95; 1.69 ,2.67 ,0.95]*1 e03; %

*10^20

373 neGuess = [0.211 ,0.0699 , 0.0699 , 0.317,

0.053]; % *10^20

374
375 laserWavelength = 532;

376 offset = 0;

377
378 spectrumNew = zeros (1 ,1024);

379 weightFactors = [0, 0, 0, 0.8, 0.2];

380
381 for i = 1: numel(weightFactors)

382 spectrum = ScatteringSimulatePrepare(

moleculeNames ,TrotGuess(i),TeGuess(i),

fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

numberDensityGuess(i,:),neGuess(i),

laserWavelength ,wavelength);

383 spectrumSeparate = zeros(numel(moleculeNames),

numel(spectrum));

384
385 for m = 1: numel(moleculeNames)

386 currentMoleculeName = moleculeNames(m);

387 currentNumberDensity = numberDensityGuess(i,m)

;

388 spectrumSeparate(m,:) =

ScatteringSimulatePrepare(

currentMoleculeName ,TrotGuess(i),TeGuess(i)

,fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

currentNumberDensity ,0,laserWavelength ,

wavelength);
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389 end

390 spectrumThomson = ScatteringSimulatePrepare

([], TrotGuess(i),TeGuess(i),fracOdd ,EQ ,

sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,[], neGuess(i),

laserWavelength ,wavelength);

391 normFact = 1/max(spectrum);

392
393 spectrumNew = spectrumNew+weightFactors(i).*

spectrum;

394 end

395
396 Spectrum = spectrumNew .*1e12;

397
398 %Extra stuff

399 exclude = [531.3 ,532.7];

400 oddOrEven = 1; %1 or 2

401 slope = 0;

402 scalingFactor = (502.65/62.3) *(837.2/90)

*1.4035e+10; %1e+9; % NON Fitable. General

scaling factor , gained from eq. measurement

at known pressure and same laser intensity

.

403
404 lambdaShift = [0 , -0.1 ,0.1];

405 Trot = [939, 273, 2000];

406 numberDensity = [1.58 ,2.44 ,0.83;

0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01; 100 ,100 ,100]*1e+03; %*10^20

407 Te = [0.82, 0.1, 2.0]*11604.505;

408 ne = [0.201 , 0.01, 10]; % *10^20;

409
410 tic

411 options = optimset('Display ','iter','

MaxFunEvals ' ,2500*40*10 ,'MaxIter '

,100000*10 ,'TolFun ',1e-15,'TolX',1e-15,'

UseParallel ',true);

412 [par ,resnorm ,residual ,~,output ,~,jacobian ,

fitSpectrum ,guessSpectrum ,guess ,

fitSpectrumSeparate] = ScatteringFitPrepare

(Spectrum ,options ,moleculeNames ,Trot ,Te,

fracOdd ,EQ ,sigma ,gamma ,sigmaEqualGamma ,

numberDensity ,ne ,laserWavelength ,wavelength

,lambdaShift ,exclude ,offset ,slope ,

scalingFactor);

413 toc

414 ci = nlparci(par ,residual ,'jacobian ',jacobian)

;

415
416 figure

417 plot(wavelength ,Spectrum ./max(Spectrum))

418 hold on
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419 plot(wavelength ,fitSpectrum ./max(fitSpectrum))

420 legend('Measured ','Fit')

421 xlabel('wavelength(nm)')

422 ylabel('relative intensity ')

423
424 end
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